Steering diagram

What are the requirements to steer the vehicle in desired direction? A steering system of an
automobile is an integral part of vehicle dynamics of a vehicle in which a series of mechanical
components having certain important angles comes together to steer the front wheels of the
vehicle according to input provided by the passenger through steering wheel. And the power
steering system is the advanced steering system in which the effort required to steer the front
wheels of the vehicle side to side is reduced by using intermediate electric or hydraulic devices
that multiplies the force applied by the driver through steering wheel in order to achieve smooth
and quick directional change of the vehicle. After the introduction of the power steering in , it is
found that the number of accidents on the road is decreased to the appreciable limit which in
turn makes it the necessity in a 4 wheel drive. As we have already discussed above a power
steering decreases the steering efforts which is the need of a 4 wheel automobile vehicle so we
need a power steering due to the following reasons. How Free Piston Engine Works? Types of
Gearbox â€” Complete Explanation. On the basis of the method used to multiply the steering
force there are 3 types of power steering system that are-. Electro â€” hydraulic power steering
system- I t is the modified version of the hydraulic system in which the rotary hydraulic pump
which is driven by the engine in hydraulic power steering system is replaced with the hydraulic
pump which is driven by the electric motor. Linkages â€” T hey are the mechanical constraints
that provide relative motion between 2 components, the type of linkages used in power steering
is the tie-roads that connects the rack to the knuckle of the wheel in order to transfer the
transverse motion of the rack to the wheels. Power device- As we have already discussed above
a force multiplying device either hydraulic or hybrid or electric is used to multiply the steering
wheel force in order to reduce steering efforts. This device is attached with the pinion of the
rack and pinion mechanism. Steering wheel- A round steering wheel is used inside a cockpit
operated by the driver that provides the rotational steering input to the further steering devices
in order to steer the vehicle. The working of the power steering system differs with the
difference in force multiplying devices used. Image source. How Torque Converter Works? In
this type of power steering system the hydraulic pump driven by the engine from the hydraulic
power steering system is replaced with electric pump which makes it more reliable, this is the
only modification made rest the working of this system is same as the hydraulic power steering
system mentioned above. For better understanding about different types of power steering
system watch the video given below:. Pankaj Mishra is a blogger by passion and Mechanical
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published. The steering system functions to move the automobile's wheels in response to the
movement of the steering wheel. The diagram above depicts the basic components of a
mechanical steering system. The Pitman arm converts the radial motion of the steering column
or shaft into the linear motion that turns the automobile's wheels. When the steering wheel is
turned, the worm gear at the bottom of the steering shaft turns a set of teeth. This induces a
gear to actuate the Pitman arm, which in turn causes the steering linkage to turn the wheels.
Idler Arm: The idler arm maintains the steering gear opposite the Pitman arm. When the steering
wheel is turned, the Pitman arm gets activated which in turn moves the idler arm in a parallel
rotating motion. This series of actions ultimately turns the vehicle's wheels. Tie Rods and tie
rod ends: The tie rods keep the wheel straight, with minimal steering, and also handle the
tensile loads of steering. The inner tie rod end lies close to the center line of the automobile. It
transfers the movement of the steering rack to the outer tie rod end. The inner and outer tie rod
ends are basically in-line and right-angled ball joints, respectively. It transmits the movement of
the Pitman arm to the idler arm. The length of the drag link affects the steering ratio. Buy Auto
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comment Click here to cancel reply. The diagrams are from the steering wheel, steering column
and down to the suspension link up and steering linkages. The powered steering ram is shown
on the more complex diagram at the bottom. There are the 6 and v8 versions of the diagrams
here. Do you happen to have torque specifications for the front end suspension on the 69? I
have ordered new upper and lower control arms, linkages etc and want to install them at proper

spec. The kit is made to factory spec but does not include instructions. Like Liked by 1 person. I
think the only way to get them is to get a workshop manual of some sort. Thanks for stopping
by. Like Like. Hey you are doing great work. Thank you, very useful information for all of us! I
read that you are missing some manuals. Maybe I can help out. Send me an email if you are
interested. Best regards. Do you have a good diagram of how a factory steering column mates
to a factory non-power steering box on a 66 Mustang? I have a non-functioning, non-factory
setup and I need to get back to original. Your first image here â€” comet-fairlane with power
steering. From what shop manual did you pull that what years does that include? Hi, i dont own
all the manuals myself unfortunately. All the diagrams I found on forums, articles and a lot
mouse cl8cks trying to find what i needed, in a couple of cases tweaked myself. As far as i know
and what i can find, this set of diagrams is perhaps the only collated set like this for a 66
Mustang. I hope I am wrong on that though. I spent a good few hours tracking them down so i
thought I would be good to the community and share the knowledge. I have reviewed a number
of workshop manuals that i own which may help you. Most of them seem to be 64 â€” 73 years.
The more years it covers the less specific they can be I found. I am needing nuts and bolts to
put front suspension back together on 65 mustang fastback. It was a salvage yard find by my
Dad who has since passed. I would like to be able to roll it around to get it out of the weather. I
have majority of the parts but have no idea what size or length of bolts I need to button it up.
Thanks, any help would be much appreciated. Enjoy your articles and diagrams. Or you can
email Adam mustangmaniac. I like the way the photo illustrates the diagram, even for a layman
like me. Pays to step out of ones frame of reference occasionally. Carry on! Thanks for the
comment Brad. Dodge, Chevy, Lincoln, Oldsmobile etc all made some truly wonderful looking
cars. Wondered if I am missing something. Thanks for all the photos. Big help. Hi, thanks for
stopping by. The steering box rod goes up the centre of the column to the steering wheel. The
column is only there to keep the rod centred and protected. The diagrams are beautiful in their
way. I think a week or two at your shop would be like having a good schooling experience.
Thanks, but however many books you read, nothing beats the hands on experience I got with
the guys at Mustang Maniac. I dont see a rag joint. Hi, I am assuming you mean the outer
column. At the bottom there is a rubber grommet that pushes into the end. The grommet
opening is the same size as the steering shaft. The column will pull away from the box. Mine
had 50 years of grime and all sorts caked around it and was a bit tight. You will obviously have
to remove the steering wheel, the indicator stalk, and all the inside parts and wiring. A clamp
under the dash also holds the column in place via two bolts which also secures part of the
pedal assembly. With everything undone a twist back and forth should crack the seal open and
allow you to pull the column up. A tip for you: if the inside was anything like mine then it will
have grease everywhere. Hope that helps. I did a little walk through on removing the steering
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